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Discourse plays an important role in Teaching Chinese as a Second
Language (TCSL).Lots of Chinese academics discussed discourse and the
function of it from different aspects based on different theories.
Cohesion is the key of discourse, one successful text should have correct
sentences and also need express fluently. Nowadays, more and more people
realized that to be a good foreign language learner need to know lots of
language knowledge and skills, such as rich vocabulary, correct grammar
and correct cohesion. Hence, cohesion is very important to language
learners; however, discourse teaching often neglects in cohesion teaching
and does few training of cohesion device.We analysis the cohesion error
of Stellenbosh University students’ Chinese writing for describing the
students’ Chinese level and then try to find out what is the cohesion
difference between South African students and other country students.We
wish this thesis can help Chinese teacher know more about students;
cohesion, also help them know the rule so that the teacher can focus on
the hard point to teach.We also want to make students realize what kind
of text cohesion error they always do so that they can avoid the wrong
way and improve their Chinese level.
Based on the theory of Discourse Cohesion and theory of Error Analysis,
this thesis analyses the discourse cohesion errors in the compositions
corpus of South African (S.A.) students who are taking part in writing
text every year. This paper is mainly made up of six chapters. Chapter1
is that we introduce why we choose this topic. This chapter also presents
literature review, and then shows the detail research design. Chapter2
we describe S.A. Students’ normal error situation when they take part
in Chinese writing text, and classify the errors as three types of















from writing. After Chapter3 we discuss S.A. Students’ writing error
reasons within Chapter4. According to detail reasons, and combine my real
practical teaching experience to suggest how to teach in South African.
Chapter5 is the conclusion of this thesis. We summarize this research
results and provides some suggestions for future studies.
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研究。这项计划最引人注意的就是将汉语普通话纳入学校课程。2015 年 3月 20











































20 世纪 80 年代语篇理论逐步引入中国后，国内学者也开始进行全面的学习
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